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The solution

The host system provides

• a minimal complete set of operations that any 
plugin developer can use to build the desired 
plugin

• an abstract visitor class with methods for the 
plugin developer to implement

• a public method named accept() for the end 
user to execute
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The plugin developer

• writes a plugin by declaring a visitor to be a 
subclass of the abstract visitor class

• implements the visitor methods that the 
abstract visitor class provides

Chapter 8
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The plugin user

• instantiates a specific visitor object

• calls accept(), passing the visitor object as a 
parameter

The host executes accept(), which, in turn, 
executes the methods implemented by the plugin 
developer.

Chapter 8
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BiTreeCSV

– BiTreeCSV(node: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>)
+ BiTreeCSV( )
+ accept(visitor: ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &)
+ accept(visitor: ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &) const
– copyRoot(rhs: BiTreeCSV<T> const &):
        shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>
+ insertRoot(data: T const &)
+ left( ): shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>
+ left( ) const: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>> const
– leftRemRoot(parent: BiTreeCSV<T> &): T
+ operator=(rhs: BiTreeCSV const &):BiTreeCSV &
+ remRoot( ): T
+ right( ): shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>
+ right( ) const: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>> const
– rightRemRoot(parent: BiTreeCSV<T> &): T
+ root( ): T &
+ root( ) const: T const &
+ setLeftSubTree(
        newLeft: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>)
+ setRightSubTree(
        newRight: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>)

T

– _root: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>> AcsvNode
+ accept(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> &,
        visitor: ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &)
+ accept(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> const &,
        visitor: ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &)
+ copyRoot(): shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>*
+ insertRoot(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> &,
        data: T const &)
+ left( ): shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>
+ left( ) const: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>> const
+ leftRemRoot(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> &,
........parent: BiTreeCSV<T> &): T
+ remRoot(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> &): T
+ right( ): shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>
+ right( ) const: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>> const
+ root( ): T &
+ root( ) const: T const &
+ setLeftSubTree(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> &,
        newLeft: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>)
+ setRightSubTree(owner: BiTreeCSV<T> &,
        newRight: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>)

T

ABiTreeCSVVis
+ ~ABiTreeCSVVis()
+ emptyCase(host: BiTreeCSV<T> &)
+ nonEmptyCase(host: BiTreeCSV<T> &)
+ emptyCase(host: BiTreeCSV<T> const &)
+ nonEmptyCase(host: BiTreeCSV<T> const &)

T

BiTCSVisEmptyVis
– _result: bool
+ BiTCSVisEmptyVis( )
+ result( ) const: bool

T
BiTCSVclearVis

+ BiTCSVclearVis( )

T
BiTCSVmaxVis

– _result: T const *
+ BiTCSVmaxVis( )
+ result( ) const: T const &

T

<<use>>

NEcsvNode
– _left: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>
– _data: T
– _right: shared_ptr<BiTreeCSV<T>>

– NEcsNode(data: T const &)
– NEcsNode(leftNode: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>, data: T,
        rightNode: shared_ptr<AcsvNode<T>>)
– NEcsNode(rhs: shared_ptr<const NEcsvNode<T>>)

T
MTcsvNode

– MTcsvNode( )

T

Figure 8.41 The UML class diagram for the BiTreeCSV data structure. It combines
the Composite, the State, and the Visitor OO design patterns.
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Figure 8.41 The UML class diagram for the BiTreeCSV data structure. It combines
the Composite, the State, and the Visitor OO design patterns.
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Figure 8.41 The UML class diagram for the BiTreeCSV data structure. It combines
the Composite, the State, and the Visitor OO design patterns.
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Primitive methods

The primitive methods for BiTreeCSV are implemented 
similarly to the way they are for BiTreeCS.

BiTreeCSV
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// ========= accept =========
template<class T>
void BiTreeCSV<T>::accept(ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &visitor) {

_root->accept(*this, visitor);
}

template<class T>
void MTcsvNode<T>::accept(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner, ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &visitor) {

visitor.emptyCase(owner);
}

template<class T>
void NEcsvNode<T>::accept(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner, ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &visitor) {

visitor.nonEmptyCase(owner);
}

// ========= accept const =========
template<class T>
void BiTreeCSV<T>::accept(ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &visitor) const {

_root->accept(*this, visitor);
}

template<class T>
void MTcsvNode<T>::accept(BiTreeCSV<T> const &owner, ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &visitor) {

visitor.emptyCase(owner);
}

template<class T>
void NEcsvNode<T>::accept(BiTreeCSV<T> const &owner, ABiTreeCSVVis<T> &visitor) {

visitor.nonEmptyCase(owner);
}

Figure 8.42 Implementation of accept() in BiTreeCSV.

Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original

Copyright ©: 1998, Dung X. Nguyen and J. Stanley Warford Revised: October 28, 2016
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The minimal complete set of methods

BiTreeCSV

310 Chapter 8 Binary Trees

about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

The minimally complete set of methods to process a binary tree has eight public
operations.

• To access the parts of a binary tree
– root()
– left()
– right()

• To build a binary tree
– insertRoot()
– setLeftSubtree()
– setRightSubtree()
– operator=()

• To trim a binary tree
– remRoot()

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
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Implementing remRoot() in the host

BiTreeCSV

There are two private helper methods

• leftRemRoot() - called by remRoot()

• rightRemRoot() - called by leftRemRoot()
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// ========= remRoot =========
// Pre: This tree is not empty.
// Pre: The root of this tree has at least one empty child.
// Post: The root node is removed from this tree and its
// element is returned.

template<class T>
T BiTreeCSV<T>::remRoot() {

return _root->remRoot(*this);
}

template<class T>
T MTcsvNode<T>::remRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner) {

cerr << ”remRoot precondition violated: ”
<< ”Cannot remove root from an empty tree.” << endl;

throw -1;
}

template<class T>
T NEcsvNode<T>::remRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner) {

// owner is parent tree of _left.
return _left->leftRemRoot(owner);

}

Figure 8.43 Implementation of remRoot() in BiTreeCSV.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// ========= leftRemRoot =========
// Pre: Parent has at least one empty subtree.
// Post: The root of parent is removed and returned.
// Helper for remRoot.

template<class T>
T BiTreeCSV<T>::leftRemRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &parent) {

return _root->leftRemRoot(*this, parent);
}

template<class T>
T MTcsvNode<T>::leftRemRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner, BiTreeCSV<T> &parent) {

cerr << ”MTcsvNode<T>::leftRemRoot: ”
<< ”Exercise for the student.” << endl;

throw -1;
}

template<class T>
T NEcsvNode<T>::leftRemRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner, BiTreeCSV<T> &parent) {

return parent.right()->rightRemRoot(parent);
}

// ========= rightRemRoot =========
// Pre: The left subtree of parent is not empty.
// Pre: The right subtree of parent is empty.
// Post: The root of parent is removed and returned.
// Helper for remRoot.

template<class T>
T BiTreeCSV<T>::rightRemRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &parent) {

return _root->rightRemRoot(*this, parent);
}

template<class T>
T MTcsvNode<T>::rightRemRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner, BiTreeCSV<T> &parent) {

cerr << ”MTcsvNode<T>::rightRemRoot: ”
<< ”Exercise for the student.” << endl;

throw -1;
}

template<class T>
T NEcsvNode<T>::rightRemRoot(BiTreeCSV<T> &owner, BiTreeCSV<T> &parent) {

cerr << ”MTcsvNode<T>::rightRemRoot: ”
<< ”Exercise for the student.” << endl;

throw -1;
}

Figure 8.44 Implementation of leftRemRoot() and rightRemRoot() in
BiTreeCSV.
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// ========= leftRemRoot =========
// Pre: Parent has at least one empty subtree.
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// Helper for remRoot.
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}
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}
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Empty tree

1. Tree remRoot() calls NENode remRoot()
2. NENode remRoot() calls left tree leftRemRoot()

3. Tree leftRemRoot() calls MTNode leftRemRoot()
4. MTNode leftRemRoot() removes the root

Empty tree

1. Tree remRoot() calls NENode remRoot()
2. NENode remRoot() calls left tree leftRemRoot()

3. Tree leftRemRoot() calls NENode leftRemRoot()
4. NENode leftRemRoot() calls parent's right rightRemRoot()

5. Tree rightRemRoot() calls MTNode rightRemRoot()
6. MTNode rightRemRoot() removes the root

(a) Call sequence of remRoot() for an empty left subtree and a nonempty right subtree.

(b) Call sequence of remRoot() for a nonempty left subtree and an empty right subtree.

Figure 8.45 Call sequences of the remRoot() operation for the BiTreeCSV data
structure.

“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
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about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
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The signature mechanism

• A plugin is a subclass of an abstract visitor.

• It is free to add any number of attributes of any 
type that are not present in its superclass.

• The attributes in a visitor correspond to the 
parameters in a non-plugin method.

Chapter 8
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class is made available to the plugin developers. The code for the methods in the core
application — copyHead(), first(), operator=(), prepend(), remFirst(),
rest(), setList() — is identical to the code in ListCS and is not repeated here.

There are three visitor techniques that govern how a native method in the original
monolithic class translates to a visitor method in a plugin architecture.

• Input parameters in the native method are attributes in the visitor initialized in the
constructor for the visitor.

• Output parameters in the native method are reference variable attributes in the
visitor.

• Nonvoid methods in the native class require an additional method namedresult()
that returns the same type.

These three techniques solve the problem of not being able to anticipate all the possible
signatures that a user would want for a new method. When you subclass an abstract class
you are free to add whatever attributes you want to the concrete class. So, the plugin
developer can add an attribute to the concrete visitor for each parameter in the original
method, and those attributes are transparent to the core application. Furthermore, for
nonvoid methods the plugin developer is free to write a result() method to return
whatever type is needed, which is also transparent to the core application.

Given the original method in the large monolithic original application, it is a me-
chanical translation to write the visitor version. The following sections show how to
translate a method to its corresponding visitor version.

The isEmpty( ) visitor
Figure 6.48 shows the implementation of the isEmpty() visitor LCSVisEmptyVis.
Code for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is
not shown. It is a translation of isEmpty() for ListCS in Figure 6.28 on page 202.
Figure 6.28 (a) shows the environment of a list when the user calls the method from
within an if statement as follows.

if (myList.isEmpty()) {

If myList has values (4, 1, 7) the nonempty node gets called by polymorphic dispatch.
Within the environment of part (c) the node object knows to return false to the list.

The calling sequence is different when you use the visitor version. With this visitor,
the equivalent calling code is the following.

LCSVisEmptyVis<T> isEmptyVis;
myList.accept(isEmptyVis);
if (isEmptyVis.result()) {

The first line declares a local visitor named isEmptyVis. The second line passes the
visitor as a parameter to the accept method of myList. The effect of this call is to set
an attribute in the visitor to false if myList has values (4, 1, 7). The third line uses the
result of the computation by calling the result() method of the visitor.

Figure 6.49 shows the environments in the method calls during execution with the
visitor to test if a ListCSV is empty. Part (a) shows the environment of the visitor object
isEmptyVis on its allocation as a local variable with
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BiTCSVisEmptyVis

The BiTreeCS version of isEmpty() is non-void.

Therefore, the visitor version provides a result() 
method.

BiTreeCSV
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To use a visitor for a nonvoid method:

228 Chapter 6 Mutable Lists

The nonempty node can accessvisitor becausevisitor is a parameter of its method.
Because visitor is an object, it has its own set of methods that it can execute. So, the
nonempty node executes the nonEmptyCase() of visitor. The nonempty node
knows that visitor has a method named nonEmptyCase() because all concrete
subclasses of AListCSVVis must implement such methods.

The environment of visitor has access to _result because it is an attribute,
and it has access to host because it is the formal parameter whose actual parameter
corresponds to owner in part (c), the environment of the nonempty node. The name
host is more appropriate than the name owner because the visitor is not a nonempty
node that has an owner. The nonempty node in part (c) has access to _data and _rest
as attributes, but the visitor in part (d) has no such direct access. However, it does have
access to host as a parameter, and it can access them indirectly as host.first() and
host.rest().

Now the following code that the plugin developer wrote in nonEmptyCase() ex-
ecutes.

_result = false;

The resulting environment looks the same as part (d), but with false in the cell for
result. Control then returns to the nonempty node with an environment like part (c),
but with false in the cell for result. It returns similarly to the accept() method
of the list and then to the calling environment, which looks like part (a), but with a value
of false for _result.

The user of the visitor now executes

if (isEmptyVis.result()) {

to test if the list is empty. The result() method of the visitor simply returns attribute
_result, which was stored as the result of the computation.

In general, to use this visitor is a three step process.
• Declare a local visitor.
• Pass it as a parameter in the data structure’s accept() method.
• Call the visitor’s result() method to get the result of the computation.

The third step is not required for visitors that correspond to void methods. Rather than
require the user to perform these steps, the visitors in the dp4ds distribution supply a
global convenience function that does the necessary setup and call. Figure 6.48 shows
the implementation of the convenience functionisEmpty() for theLCSVisEmptyVis
visitor. With this convenience function, the user simply executes

if (isEmpty(myList)) {

with all the details of the visitor protocol hidden. This global function cannot be a
method of the list, because then the core application would have to supply it, which
would defeat the whole purpose of the plugin architecture design.

Setting up the environment of Figure 6.49(d) is the heart of plugin architectures.
The core application defines the abstract visitor and gives the plugin developer one or
more abstract methods to implement to perform the computation of the plugin. A key
feature of the architecture is that the plugin developer writes code for a method, but does
not write the code that calls the method. In ListCSV, the plugin developer completes
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// ========= BiTCSVisEmptyVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVisEmptyVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

bool _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVisEmptyVis() {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {

_result = true;
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
_result = false;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: true is returned if the host tree is empty;
// otherwise, false is returned.
bool result() const {

return _result;
}

};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
bool isEmpty(BiTreeCSV<T> const &tree) {

BiTCSVisEmptyVis<T> isEmptyVis;
tree.accept(isEmptyVis);
return isEmptyVis.result();

}

Figure 8.43 Implementation of the LCSVisEmptyVis plugin in BiTreeCSV. Code
for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is not
shown.

language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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// ========= BiTCSVisEmptyVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVisEmptyVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

bool _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVisEmptyVis() {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {

_result = true;
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
_result = false;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: true is returned if the host tree is empty;
// otherwise, false is returned.
bool result() const {

return _result;
}

};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
bool isEmpty(BiTreeCSV<T> const &tree) {

BiTCSVisEmptyVis<T> isEmptyVis;
tree.accept(isEmptyVis);
return isEmptyVis.result();

}

Figure 8.43 Implementation of the LCSVisEmptyVis plugin in BiTreeCSV. Code
for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is not
shown.

language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

• Use host.left() in a BiTreeCSV visitor to correspond to _left
in a BiTreeCS nonempty node.

• Use host.root() in a BiTreeCSV visitor to correspond to _data
in a BiTreeCS nonempty node.

• Use host.right() in a BiTreeCSV visitor to correspond to _right
in a BiTreeCS nonempty node.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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BiTCSVpreOrderVis

The BiTreeCS version of preOrder() is void.

Therefore, the visitor version does not provide a 
result() method.

The BiTreeCS version has output parameter os, so 
the visitor version has reference variable attribute _os.

BiTreeCSV
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// ========= BiTCSVpreOrderVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVpreOrderVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

ostream &_os; // Input parameter.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVpreOrderVis(ostream &os):

_os(os) {
}

// ========= visit =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: A preorder representation of this tree is sent to os.
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
_os << host.root() << ” ”;
host.left()->accept(*this);
host.right()->accept(*this);

}
};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
void preOrder(ostream &os, BiTreeCSV<T> const &tree) {

BiTCSVpreOrderVis<T> preOrderVis(os);
tree.accept(preOrderVis);

}

Figure 8.47 Implementation of the BiTCSVpreOrderVis plugin in BiTreeCSV.
Code for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is
not shown.

“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
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// ========= BiTCSVpreOrderVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVpreOrderVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

ostream &_os; // Input paramter.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVpreOrderVis(ostream &os):

_os(os) {
}

// ========= visit =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: A preorder representation of this tree is sent to os.
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
_os << host.root() << ” ”;
host.left().accept(*this);
host.right().accept(*this);

}
};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
void preOrder(ostream &os, BiTreeCSV<T> const &tree) {

BiTCSVpreOrderVis<T> preOrderVis(os);
tree.accept(preOrderVis);

}

Figure 8.44 Implementation of the BiTCSVpreOrderVis plugin in BiTreeCSV.
Code for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is
not shown.

“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
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// ========= BiTCSVnumNodesVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVnumNodesVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

int _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVnumNodesVis():

_result(0) {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
host.left()->accept(*this);
host.right()->accept(*this);
_result++;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: The number of nodes of the host tree is returned.
int result() const {

return _result;
}

};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
int numNodes(BiTreeCSV<T> const &tree) {

BiTCSVnumNodesVis<T> numNodesVis;
tree.accept(numNodesVis);
return numNodesVis.result();

}

Figure 8.48 Implementation of the BiTCSVnumNodesVis plugin in BiTreeCSV.
Code for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is
not shown.

text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
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// ========= BiTCSVnumNodesVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVnumNodesVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

int _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVnumNodesVis():

_result(0) {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
host.left().accept(*this);
host.right().accept(*this);
_result++;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: The number of nodes of the host tree is returned.
int result() const {

return _result;
}

};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
int numNodes(BiTreeCSV<T> const &tree) {

BiTCSVnumNodesVis<T> numNodesVis;
tree.accept(numNodesVis);
return numNodesVis.result();

}

Figure 8.45 Implementation of the BiTCSVnumNodesVis plugin in BiTreeCSV.
Code for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is
not shown.

text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
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// ========= BiTCSVequalsVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVequalsVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

BiTreeCSV<T> const &_rhs; // Input parameter.
bool _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVequalsVis(BiTreeCSV<T> const &rhs):

_rhs(rhs) {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {

cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsVis: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsVis: Exercise for the student.”

<< endl;
throw -1;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: true is returned if the host tree is equal to rhs;
// otherwise, false is returned.
// Two trees are equal if they contain the same number of
// equal elements with the same shape.
bool result() const {

cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsVis: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

};

// Global function for convenience.
// ========= operator== =========
template<class T>
bool operator==(BiTreeCSV<T> const &lhs, BiTreeCSV<T> const &rhs) {

cerr << ”operator==: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

Figure 8.46 Specification of the BiTCSVequalsVis plugin in BiTreeCSV. Code
for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is not
shown.
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// ========= BiTCSVequalsVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVequalsVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

BiTreeCSV<T> const &_rhs; // Input parameter.
bool _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVequalsVis(BiTreeCSV<T> const &rhs):

_rhs(rhs) {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {

cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsVis: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsVis: Exercise for the student.”

<< endl;
throw -1;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: true is returned if the host tree is equal to rhs;
// otherwise, false is returned.
// Two trees are equal if they contain the same number of
// equal elements with the same shape.
bool result() const {

cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsVis: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

};

// Global function for convenience.
// ========= operator== =========
template<class T>
bool operator==(BiTreeCSV<T> const &lhs, BiTreeCSV<T> const &rhs) {

cerr << ”operator==: Exercise for the student.” << endl;
throw -1;

}

Figure 8.46 Specification of the BiTCSVequalsVis plugin in BiTreeCSV. Code
for the constant version is identical to the code for the nonconstant version and is not
shown.
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(a) The environment 
of a BiTreeCS 
empty node.

(b) The environment of a BiTreeCS 
nonempty node.

_data_left _right
rhs rhs

(c) The environment of a BiTreeCSV 
helper visitor.

_rhshost _result

Figure 8.47 The environments in the method calls during execution with the visitor
to test if two BiTreeCSVs are equal. The environments of the BiTreeCS nodes are
shown for comparison.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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(a) The environment 
of a BiTreeCS 
empty node.

(b) The environment of a BiTreeCS 
nonempty node.

_data_left _right
rhs rhs

(c) The environment of a BiTreeCSV 
helper visitor.

_rhshost _result

Figure 8.47 The environments in the method calls during execution with the visitor
to test if two BiTreeCSVs are equal. The environments of the BiTreeCS nodes are
shown for comparison.

text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.
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// ========= BiTCSVequalsHelperVis =========
template<class T>
class BiTCSVequalsHelperVis : public ABiTreeCSVVis<T> {
private:

T const &_data; // Input parameter.
BiTreeCSV<T> const &_left; // Input parameter.
BiTreeCSV<T> const &_right; // Input parameter.
bool _result; // Output result.

public:
// ========= Constructor =========
BiTCSVequalsHelperVis
(T const &data, BiTreeCSV<T> const &left, BiTreeCSV<T> const &right):

_data(data), _left(left), _right(right) {
}

// ========= visit =========
void emptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {

cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsHelperVis: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

void nonEmptyCase(BiTreeCSV<T> &host) override {
cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsHelperVis: Exercise for the student.”

<< endl;
throw -1;

}

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: true is returned if root equals host.root(),
// left equals host.left(), and right equals host.right();
// otherwise, false is returned.
bool result() const {

cerr << ”BiTCSVequalsHelperVis: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

};

Figure 8.48 Specification  of  the BiTCSVequalsHelperVis plugin  in
BiTreeCSV.  Code  for  the  constant  version  is  identical  to  the  code  for  the  non-
constant version and is not shown.
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Figure 8.49 The environments in the method calls during execution with the helper
visitor to test if two BiTreeCSVs are equal. The environments of the BiTreeCS nodes
are shown for comparison.

(a) Original. (b) Clear left. (c) Clear right.

host host host

(d) Remove root.

host

Empty node

Empty node Empty node Empty node

Figure 8.50 The clear() operation for the BiTreeCSV data structure.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
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